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ABSTRACT 
ln countries where heavy seasonal downpours of rain are 
a characteristic of the climate, a pre-requirement to land 
use planning based on erosiona! hazards of use and the 
capacity of the soil to produce on a sustained economic 
basis is, ideally, either a detailed Soil or Land-Use 
Capability Classification Survey related to the majar 
factors of soil depth, surface texture, permeability, degree 
of slope and existing erosion. 

Aerial photographs can speed up the field investigations 
which are an essential part of these surveys, thereby 
substantially reducingcosts, whilst in subsequent planning 
operations they can be used as specific aids in the design 
of conservation layouts, as well as for ~'ater resources 
assessment, erosion control and other purposes. 

l. INTRODUCTION 
In the tropics and sub-tropics, where heavy and prolonged 
downpours of rain are characteristic ofthe climate during 
the rainy season, the prevention and control of erosion 
can be achieved by biological and mechanical conserva
tion measures which include: 
1.1 The provision of adequate vegetative cover to en
courage infiltration and protect the soil against wind. 
raindrop impact, and run-off. 
1.2 The re-establishment of vegetation along water
courses b.y isolating them from livestock by means of 
fences also designed to form part of planned sub-
divisional fences. · 
1.3 The maintenance and improvement of soil fertility 
by mulching, green manuring, fertilizers, and rotational 
systems of cropping and grazing management including 
the proper assessment of stocking density in relation to 
bush encroachment control. 
1.4 The introduction of improved pasture species. 
1.5 Selective methods of ploughing and cultivating with 
emphasis on the reduction of the speed of cultivating 
implements and ofthe numberofworkings to a minimum. 
1.6 Structural measures such as terraces, ridges and 
bunds, stormwater drains and grassed waterways, and the 
reclamation of gullies. 

•Land Resources Division, Directorate of Overseas Surveys 

2. SOIL SURVEY AND LAND CLASSIFICATION 
The foregoing measures can be applied most effectively 
if the land is used in accordance with land-use capabilities 
determined by topography, vegetation, soils and other 
natural features. A detailed soil survey or land-use 
capability classification-based on the majar factors of 
soil depth, surface texture, permeability, degree of slope 
and existing erosion-is therefore very often an essential 
pre-requirement to any catchment re-assessment pro
gramme mounted to determine, the changes in land-use 
practices required on eroded land, erosion hazard areas, 
and in the catchments as a whole (Soil Survey Staff 
U.S.D.A. 1951 ). Moverover, from an engineering stand
point, the land capability data provide essential informa
tion on the run-off and erosion characteristics of the 
different soils, a knowledge ofwhich is helpful in deciding 
thedesign of control structures and what type of machinery 
is best suited far land clearing, road construction, and 
general agricultura! operations. 

2.1 Initial Stereoscopic Air Photo-Interpretation 
Air photo-analysis and interpretation, if properly exe
cuted. not only play an important role in increasing the 
speed of mapping in the most expensive phase of soil 
survey and land classification-the fieldwork-but also 
result in better qu.ality maps (Buringh 1954; Janes 1958. 
1959). Far this reason. when air photo cover is available, 
a thorough initial stereoscopic interpretation of the aerial 
photographs prior to field reconnaissance is one of the 
most important factors contributing to the accuracy of 
these surveys. Unfortunately, however, it still remains the 
greatest weakness because-in the author's experience, 
based on the training of more than 2,0CK) graduates-móst 
field scientists only use a stereoscope far demarcating 
1nountain land, tone and pattern at the expense of other 
more importan! information which can and should be 
defined stereoscopical}y. 

Tone and pattern are qualitative characteristics of 
photo-interpretation-as distinct from topographical ele
ments which can be assessed quantitatively in terms of 
shape, size and site-and can be defined equally as well 
on an air photo mosaic, provided it .is large enough in 
scale, as they can stereoscopically. Consequently, many 
field scientists feel it is a waste of time to carry out a 



proper stereoscopic interpretation of the aerial photo
graphs and, instead, over-concentrate on tones and pat
terns al the expense of what really matters. 

To overcome this weakness and to emphasize the 
importan! dilference between topography, as a primary 
physical element of terrain, and the secondary and 
qualitative characteristics of tone and pattern, it is 
suggested that the following systematic sequence of 
photo-interpretation, which the author has contrived to 
design on convergence of evidence principies, will help to 
ensure that only definite, reliable and significan! in
formation is extracted stereoscopically-for this is the 
only information which has any scientific value. 

2.1.1 Method: 
2.1.1.1 Decide clearly the objectives of the particular 
exercise. The photo-interpretation should then be related 
to these objectives in terms of what and how much detail 
should be extracted stereoscopically. lt is, for instance, 
obviously a waste of time to delineate information which 
is not required. 
2.1.1.2 Study all available climatic, topographic, geologic, 
vegetation and soil maps and reports covering the area. 
Jfthese are available it is wasteful not to make use ofthem 
as they yield valuable information which can substantially 
assist the initial photo-interpretation-and it is surprising 
how ~fíen they are ignored. 
2.1.1.3 Assess the stereo-base of the instrument, if a 
mirror stereoscope is being used, and base-line the 
photographs by locating the principal points, transferring 
these stereoscopically to the adjacent photographs, and 
ruling in the flight lines. 
2.1.1.4 Study the flight plan or photo index mosaic to 
determine the flight orientation of the photography. 
NOTE :-For photogeomorphological interpretation it is 
best to have the photograhy flown across the line of the 
n,ain geomorphological boundaries· whenever possible. 
2.1.1.5 Mark the boundaries of the area on the field 
mosaics and study these to see what broad regional trends 
exist, separating any clearly visible land system bounda-
ries with wax marking pencil. · 
2.1.1.6 Make a photo-laydown with the stereo-cover to 
decide which photographs to delineate. Mark these 
(a1ternates) with a cross in one corner and draw in the 
boundaries of the area on them to prevent doing any 
unnecessary annotation outside the boundary area during 
the subsequent photo-interpretation. 
2.1.1. 7 Stack the stereo-cover on the drawing hand side 
of the stereoscope with paper separators between each 
flight run. Orderliness of this nature is a great time-saver 
when a lot of photographs are involved. 
2.1.1.8 From a stereoscopic study of a cross-section of 
the photographs, and bearing in mind any information 
derived from existing maps and reports, try and assess :-

2.1.1.8.1 The type of geomorphological formation. 
2.1.1.8.2 The actual process (denudation or tectonic) 
responsible for it. 
2.1.1.8.3 The stage of development classifiable in 
terms of the Cycle ofErosion as 'Youth', 'Maturity' 
or 'Old Age'. (Jones 1962). 

lnformation of this sort can be a useful guide to the 

types of soil and soil profiles in the area to be recon
noitred. 

2.1.1.9 Define terrain data methodically on each alternate 
photograph :-

2.1.1.9.1 One topic ata time. 
2.1.1.9.2. From the known to the unknown. 
2.1.1.9.3. From the general to the specific. 
2.1.1.9.4 From small scale to large scale considera
tions. 

These basic principies apply to ali fields of air photo
interpretation and the information defined on each 
selected alternate photograph should be within the limits 
of vertical and horizontal match lines drawn parallel to 
the photo edges through the satellite principal points and 
approximately midway within· the lateral overlaps 
between flight strips. 
NOTE:-A 'match' lineas defined by the U.S.D.A. Soil 
Survey Manual is 'an arbitrary line drawn in the overlap 
area of a photograph to serve as a boundary line for the 
mapping on the photograph to be matched to the same 
line drawn through identical points on the adjoining 
photograph'. In simpler terms it is merely a line drawn to 
ensure that information carried forward between each 
alternate photograph in the line of flight, and between 
successive flight strips, does in fact 'join up'. 
2.1.1.10 Application of the 'Convergence of Evidence' 
principies mentioned in 2.1.1.9.1 to 2.1.1.9.4 above is 
reflected in the author's own recommended sequence of 
interpretation which is in the following three stages:-

2.1.1.10.1 Stage t-Using the Stereoscope (Obli
gatory) 

2.1.1.10.1.1 Delinea/e the fii/1 drainage pattern 
This implies the demarcation of the whole 
drainage network with the centre lines of ali 
minar depressions as well as streams carried 
almos! up to the crest in each case. Subsequently. 
this proves extremely valuable in planning land 
protection and water disposal layouts. 

Drainage is particularly important as it is not 
only related to the age of the river system and the 
geology but dictates almos! ali other factors in 
land-use planning-namely:-

2.1.1. 10.1.1.1 Communications. 
2.1.1. 10.1.1.2 Arable land units and sizes. 
2.1.1. 10.1.1.3 Protection and waterdisposal 
pattern. 
2.l. l.10.1.1.4 Watering points and water 
conservation potential. 
2.1. l.10.1.1.5 lrrigation potential. 
2.l. l.10.1.1.6 Siting of dams, cattle dipping 
tanks, houses, labour compounds and other 
farm buildings. 
2.1.1. 10.1.1. 7 Fencing layouts. 
2.l.l.10.1.1.8 The design of paddocking 
systems for maximum utilization of sum
mer and winter grazing. 
2.1.1.10.1.1.9 Beef policy (indirectly from 
2.1.1. 10.1.1.8)-besides being a reflection 
of the Geology, Paren! Material and Soils. 

The central line of ali channels should be 



delineated, preferably in Blue chinagraph-type 
pencil as this colour is psychologically corree! as 
an indicator for water. 

NOTE:-ln erosion surveys the cross sec
tional shape of eroded channels, which are 
visible under the stereoscope, can be an indicator 
of soil lype e.g. V-shaped channels tend to farm 
in clays. U-shaped channels in sands, and 
square-sided channels in contnct soils. 
2.1.1.10.1.2 Outline al! oh1'Íous non-arable rock y 
11·aste and ,nountain /and 
lt is suggested that Red chinagraph pencil be 
used far this as being psychologically appro
priate to infer land which is non-arable in nature 
and where any attempt at cuitivation would be 
dangerous. 

NOTE :-Only obvious non-arable land will 
be able to be recognized stereoscopically. A 
proportion will remain unidentifiable and only 
capable of being picked up on field check. 
2.1.1.10.1.3 Mark in al! re/e,•ant eres/ línes 
Except in the case of catchment boundary 
delineation this i1nplies ali crests rele1•ant to the 
corree/ siting ~l roads and mechanical conserra
tion irorks. Crests and drainage pattern together 
are fundamental to the interpretation of surface 
terrain configuration and field orientation. The 
demarcated crest lines are also a most useful 
navigational aid-especially in virgin areas
and in their capacity as potential roads are 
important because:-

2.1.1.10.1.3.1 Communications are an es
sential part of arable land protection. 
2.1.1.10.1.3.2 They can be the over-riding 
factor in land selection on the basis of work 
study far full efficiency of field operations. 
2.1.1.10.1.3.3 Crest-sited roads involve mí
nimum care and maintenance as, in this 
position, they form the basis for properly 
designed water disposal layouts. 

Brown chinagraph pencil is suggested far 
marking in crests-this colour being con
sisten! with lhat of farm earth roads. 

NOTE :-Al/ relevant crests should be 
defined as only then is it possible to assess 
their relative merits in the overall com
munications plan. lt is of no consequence 
if nothing appears to 'join-up' in the first 
instance. 

2.1.1.10.1.4 Demarca/e al/ slope breaks along the 
margins o_f drainage depressions and ,rithin 
possible arable areas 
Slope should always be defined as a specific 
entity in the stereoscopic interpretation as faílure 
to mark minar slope changes is an ali too 
common fault despitc the fact that slope is a 
primary topographical element. Slope length 
and gradient are associated with speed of run-off 
and degree of erosion and therefore of the 

•utmost importance in land classification, many 

land classification systems being directly geared 
to slope in the first instance. 

The first siope breaks to be marked should 
always be those bordering the drainage depres
sions (vleis, dambos, etc.) as, when these slope 
breaks exist; they nearly aiways form a reliable 
common boundary between the swamp arcas 
and the possible · arable land which remains, 
thereby making it easier to identify any other 
slope breaks within the possible arable areas. 

The faregoing Stage l data define the skeleton of the 
landscape, and, as they consist of land factors only, they 
are not liable to change on field check provided only 
definite information has been delineated. This applies 
even where the field séientist is not familiar with the soils 
in the area being stereoscopically examined beside being 
basic to the proper design of roads and mechanical con
servation works. Far this reason, even if the Stage l data 
were the only information to he extracted under stereo
scopic observation it wouid still be of great value. 

2.1.1.10.2 Stage II Without using the Stereoscope (or 
1,1.-'ith con,firmatory use only) 
Transfer ali the infarmation extracted in Stage l to 
the field mosaic and then record on the mosaic:-

2.1.1.10.2.1 Al! apparent boundarics bet,rcen 
s1ramp oreas and possib/e arable land (( not 
a/ready defined on the basis of' s/ope break in 
Stage l. 
2.1.1.10.2.2 Al! areas suspected ~{ ha,·ing a 
wetness .factor not critica/ enough to preclude 
themffom 'dry /and' culth•ation 
2.1.1.10.2.3 ·Place a question mark 1rithin al/ 
eroded oreas and homogeneous tonal and l'egeta
tion d{IJ'erences pronºded they are c/early 1•isible 
lt is not recommended that a salid line be drawn 
between these differences as once such a line has 
been drawn there is a tendency for it to form a 
psycbological barrier the interpreter is loath to 
change even on field check. ln this connection it 
should be noted that the factors delineated in 
this· second stage are often unreliable, by no 
means final, and quite liable to change on being 
field-checked. 

2.1.1.10.3 Stage 111-Using the Stcreoscope (Obli
gatory) 

2.1.1. 10.3.1 Select provisional soil profi/e exami
nation pit s";tes unless an auger grid systent o_{ 
c/assffication is being used 
This must be done stereoscopically as homo
geneous areas based on slope changes (Fig. 3) 
have to be carefully examined to avoid transi
tion zones which can yield atypical soils 
information. 
2.1.1.10.3.2 Wipe the stereo-cm·er clean and 
select ali possible dam siles on the basis ~l stream 

.gradient changes (Section 3.4.4.1) 
This exercise is deliberately left until last as 
reference needs to be made to the interfingering 
crest and stream patterns already transferred 
to the mosaic, these dictating the size of catch
ment areas. 



NOTE :-The meaning of the term 'homo
geneous area' needs clarification. As applied to 
air photo-interpretation for soil survey and 
land classification purposes it can be defined as: 

'An area in which there are no significan! 
changes, which can be outlined on aerial photo
graphs as a result of the stereoscopic analysis or 
comparison of ali differences or similarities in 
the landscape which result from differences in 
soil or vegetation conditions. lt is therefore a 
recognizable photo-analytical unit'. (Figs. 1-2) 

2.2. Second Stereoscopic Air Pholo-lnlerpretation 
After the soil profile examination pits have been studied 
in the field .the relevan! landscape and soils data can be 
written on the field mosaics next to the pit positions. A 
second stereoscopic examination of the area should then 
be undertaken. 

Whereas the Initial Stereoscopic lnterpretation was 
exploratory in nature the Second Stereoscopic lnter
pretation is partially confirmatory in that its object is the 
location ofprovisional mapping unit boundaries. In many 
respects, therefore, it is the more important of the two 
photo-interpretations. 

Looking al the photographs a second time, after having 
been over the ground, ali the more subtle differences in 
the air'photo image can be appreciated so that the stereo
scopic examination can then be directly related to specific 
dífferences in landscape and soil characteristics. 

Adjacent soil pit information is compared and if the 
difference lies in land characteristics such as degree of 
erosion, slope, or wetness-the emphasis should be placed 
on landscape features. lf, on the other hand, the difference 
is in profile characteristics-then the emphasis of the 
photo-interpretation should be placed on !hose features 
such as landform, tone and pattern, lt'hich in rhe field 
reconnaissance have been found to relate to those parti
cular characteristics. 

Thus only in the Second Stereoscopic lnterpretation 
should any homogeneous areas of tone and pattern be 
taken speciftcally into account. 

Al this stage it is usually necessary to site additional 
pits on the photographs in conjunction with planned 
auger traverses designed to cross the mapping unit boun
daries al right angles to establish their positions accu
rately. 

The provisional mapping unit boundaries picked up 
during the Second Stereoscopic lnterpretation mus!, 
therefore, still be confirmed on the ground by further field 
reconnaissance. 

3. PLANNING 
Subsequently, planning for optimum land use is based on 
the facts provided by the Soil or Land Classification Map 
considered in relation to the land user's inclinations and 
available capital resources. This approach is realistic in 
that it fulfils the broad objective of soil conservation :-

'The use of each acre of agricultura! land within its 
capabilities and the treatment of each acre of agricul
tural land in accordance wjth its needs for protection 
and improvement'. 

Here again stereoscopic pairs of aerial photographs, 
used in conjunction with air photo-mosaics, on to which 
the soils or land-use capability classification data have 
been annotated to produce photo-maps, are extremely 
helpful in designing an efficicnt sequence for the develop
ment of a plan. This stems from the fact that the aerial 
photograph and air photo-mosaic, despite the fact that 
they contain certain distortion errors, have the advantage 
of being pictorial 'representations of the ground, showing 
ali detail in its proper place, and are not merely symbolic 
representations as maps really are des pite their accuracy. 
Moreover, for explaining planning programmes to the 
public, the overall presentation of an annotated air 
photo-mosaic is more attractive and easier to understand 
by both peasant cultivators and sophisticated farmers 
alike. · 

The more specific advantages of using aerial photo
graphs are apparent in the following planning approach 
sequence, applicable to the development of single farm 
units as well as to areas of land, which the author was 
associated with developing for conditions prevailing in 
Central Africa (Planning Staff, Federal Dept. of Conser
vation and Extension, Rhodesia, 1962) :-

3.1 Planning Procedure 
3.1.1. Srage 1-Exrracrion and 8/ocking-our of Basic 
Landforms 
On studying any land unit on a soils or land-use capability 
classification photo-map, in conjunction with the relevant 
stereo-cover, the following basic visible detail should be 
extracted and delimited as the first stage of planning:-

3.1.1. I Watercourses (vleis, dambos, etc.) 
3.1.1.2 Predominantly wet areas. 
3.1.1.3 Rough, broken and steep terrain. 
3.1.1.4 Land unsuitable for agricultura! production. 

When these areas have been defined, normally with 
coloured wax pencils which are very helpful in clarifying 
the different information, the resultan! pattern shows the 
overall drainage pattern and type of topography in rela
tion to the approximate possible arable/non arable ratio 
and its distribution. 
3.1.2 Srage 11-Grouping o( Broad Types o{ Arable or 
Grazing Areas 
Homogeneous areas of basically similar arable and 
grazing units can then be grouped together and outlined 
in terms of:-

3.1.2.1 Soils derived from similar paren! materials 
or grazing areas having a similar homogeneous 
pattern. 
3.1.2.2 Broken or scattered units of possible arable 
land or extensive areas of land which predominantly 
are possibly arable in nature. 
3.J.2.3 Predominantly dry or well-watered areas. 
3.1.2.4 Predominantly steep, undulating, or flat 
a reas. 

When these areas have been demarcated and studied in 
conjunction with Stage I a more detailed picture of the 
key physical factors relating to potential land-use emerges. 
3.1.3 Srage 11/-Demarcarion of Potential Communica
tions 
Al this stage the potential communications dictated by 



the topography can be annotated. This skeleton pattern 
of communications will be found to bear a logical rela
tionship to the two previous stages and will illustrate the 
accessibility of the various possible arable, non-arable 
and grazing land units. 
3.1.4 Stage IV-Suh-dil'ision into Natural Land Units 
This stage is closely associated with Stage II in that the 
grouping of the natural land units of similar type is 
critically re-examined to ensure that each unit is ade
quately served by the overall communications pattern 
and yet stands as an entity within itself. 
3.1.5 Stage V-Demarcation o( indfridual arable lands, 
conser\•ation layouts and hasic .fencing 
The ability of the stereo-image to revea! land contour 
111akes it possible, after examining the stereo-cover, to 
design Ón the photomosaic a suitable protection layout for 
each land in keeping with its communications. 

A conservationist, working in an area for ·any length 
of time, will soon learn to recognize the various micro
landforms lending themselves to properly designed 
conservation layouts. In Central Africa, for instance. 
which, geomorphologicaliy, is composed oflarge uniform 
stretches of uplifted peneplane surfoces, there are four 
basic landforms. recognizable under the stereoscope, each 
of which demands individual treatment in layout design 
(Wiggili 1955). These are:-

3.1.5.1 The Sloping Ridge 
3.1.5.2 The Riverine Slope 
3.1.5.3 The Dome 
3.1.5.4 The Saddleback. 

In practice these fea tu res can occur each as a whole ( Figs. 
4-7), as part of a whole, or in con1binations of the four 
( Fig. 8). 

From stereoscopic examination it is also possible to 
calculate provisional earthwork quantities and costs of 
the total length of contour ridging required as weli as the 
type of machinery needed for their construction. 

Arable lands are blocked out to ensure that, wherever 
possible, each arable unit is homogeneous and · can be 
sub-divided into equitable sub-units for rotational pur
poses. This exercise is best carried out for the whole of 
the area irrespective of immediate land-use requirements. 

Having studied the blocked out arable units in the light 
of the four previous stages the skeletal fencing over the 
whole of the a rea wili be apparent as it is closely depen
den! on ali these factors. This fencing is then annotated. 

Ali the demarcation, stereoscopic extraction and assess
ment of the land up to this stage has been dictated by 
physical terrain characteristics fundamental to any form 
of land-use practice regardless of individual human 
preferences. lt is only now that the farmer's, rancher's, or 
land-user's inclinations are taken into account and it is 
the planner's function to fit these specificaliy-required 
enterprises where possible into those land units for which 
they are best suited and to design suitable rntations and 
management systems based on whatever capital resources 
are available to ensure that ali these factors are integrated 
into a systematic, efficient and economic production unit. 

3.2 Annotation oí Land-use Plans 
In the preliminary design stage the drawing of land-use 

plans is preferably made on stable transparent overlay, 
such as Permatrace, superimposed on the soils or land-use 
classification photo-map. In this way the soils and 
classification data, as well as the fundamental land 
characteristics, are clearly visible during t_he whole of the 
planning and drawing operation. 

Again the liberal use of different coloured pencils makes 
for a ready appreciation of each significan! aspee! of the 
plan and standard symbols andas much detail as possible 
should be included on the draft overlay so that the plan 
can be easily understood without reference to any 
accompanying explanatory write-up. 

3.3 Presentation oí Plans 
Final drawing is best done in black and white ink on 
further reproductions of the original base mosaics in the 
interests of clearer understanding on the part of the land
user. 

This is most essential as the presentation of a land 
use-plan is undoubtedly one of the most importan! 
aspects of the whole planning exercise. A plan that is not 
well-presented, and therefore not clearly understood, is 
not likely to be accepted. 

One of the greatest weaknesses in the presentation of 
plans is brought about by the fact that the planner, having 
a detailed knowledge of the aims and objectives of a plan 
and the intricate inter-relationships ofthe various aspects. 
tends to assume that what is clear to him is equally clear 
to the land-user. This does not necessarily follow and 
despite the plan having been designed in keeping with the 
user"s inclinations it still has to be 'sold' to him-other
wise it stands little chance of being in1plemented. 

A planner must ensure that he imparts his ideas clearly 
and concisely in a logical sequence siinilar to that used in 
its development-viz :-
3.3.1 A review of the overall objective. 
3.3.2 An assessment of the factual s_ituation of the area 
as found by the detailed classification. 
3.3.3 The distribution and significance of the natural 
land units. 
3.3.4 The detailed appreciation of each unit within the 
overall area. 
3.3.5 The proposed land use pattern to be superimposed 
on each unit. 
3.3.6 The natural relationships and inter-relationships of 
ali aspects of the plan. 

As previously mentioned, the presentation of the 
classification and planning data on photo-mosaics is a 
natural aid to ease of understanding by the land-user 
whilst the availability of the stereo-cover and a stereo
scope during the explanation helps maintain his interest 
as well as assisting the presentation as a Vr'.hole. 

3.4 Types oí Planning. 
The foregoing planning approach can be employed in 
varying degrees of detail in:-
3.4. l Jnitial Development Planning 
This type of planning involves the maximum use of air 
photo-interpretation and the mínimum amount of field 
checking and has as its principal objective that, in the 
absence of more detailed planning, initial development of 



virgin and newly opened areas and farms takes place in 
accordance with natural land features, and that a corree! 
sequence of development and land selection is undertaken 
to ensure that the initial development will form a frame· 
work into which any futuro more detailed planning will 
lit with the minimum adjustment and expense. 

In many instances these plans can be based entirely on 
nir photo-interprotation to show on a photo·map:-

3.4.1.1 .Watercourses (rivers, dambos, vleis, etc.) 
3.4.1.2 Obvious non-arable mountuin land. 
3.4. 1.3 Crest alignments. 
3.4.1.4 Possible arable land. 
3.4.1.5 Water disposul pattern. 
3.4.1.6 Possible dam and wcir sitos. 

,1.4,2 Fnrm Plannlng 
This is the othcr extreme fron, lnitiul Dcvelop111cnt 
Plnnning; the preliminary air photo-interprctation and 
land clussification being in their most intensivc und precise 
form. The maximum amount of informution is cxtracted 
from the nerial photographs and thc maximu111 amount of 
ficld checks are necessary. (Section 2). 

The objectivcs are to provide thc lund-user with n sound 
dcsign for futuro developmcnt based on long-tcrm ccono· 
mic productivity in addition to a comprehcnsivc under
stnnding of his soils nnd their capabilities. 

As previously described the rcsults offarm planning urc 
rccorded on air photo-maps, thc land use clnssificntion 
map showing the results of the survey nnd classificntion 
of information, whilst the farm plan map shows the 
recommended layouts and rotation practices for the farm. 
3.4.3 Reg/0110/ and Cntc·hmenr P/011nl11g 
These two types of planning are considered togcthcr as 
tl1ey can be coincidcntul-being csscnti111ly thc snmc in 
ovcrall upproach. 

A regional aren, though frequently II c11tchmcnt, is not 
nece11nrily so, often being dictntcd by political bounda· 
ries, urea size nnd other considerations. 

Regional planning usually has u set predetcrmincd 
objective. lt muy, for instance, be thnt of cnsuring th11t thc 
natural farming system upplicnblc to nn uren cnn be fully 
cxpreised on a conservation basis irrcspective of fürm 
boundaries-in which case homogeneous arens would 
probably be extracted from aerial photoaraphs as II 
preliminory nid to subsequent soil and vegctation in· 
vestigations. 

In cutchment plunnina, on the other hand, the intensity 
of investigution is dictnted entirely by the plunnin¡¡ 
objective1 in each catchment. These may be:-
3.4.3.1 Eroslon control by mensures designcd to eliminate 
ero1ion from ali sourc111 sim111taneously in which cnse ft1ll 
furm planning at individual unit leve! Wftuld be required. 
3.4.3.2 The 1itin1 nnd con1truction of dams for irrign· 
tion, 1ilt detcntion, ltock wntcrin¡¡, woter conservution to 
increa1e dry-season flow, or to detain and 1tore penk 
discharges or ftood wnter and releD!e them nt a rate not 
exceeding Jower channel capacitics. 
3.4.3.3 The realignment of existing communica.tions to 
conform more realistically with local conditions of 
topography and stream position. 
3.4.3.4 Bread topographic appreciations nnd othcr 
measures. 

With such a wide variation in the intensity of planning 
the degree and character of the air photo·interpretation 
will likewise vary in catchment planning from initial 
development planning to full farm planning leve!. 
3.4.4 Speciali:ed app/it·arions ~f alr pholo·interpreration 
3.4.4.1 DAM SITJNO 
A particularly importan! conservation engineering aspect 
of air photo-interpretation is the siting of dams for the 
purposes outlined in Section 3.4.3.2 relating to Catchment 
Planning. 

Dam siting should also be considered in the overall 
context of resources appraisal where an essential aspect, 
particularly of First-Stage Reconnaissance Surveys, is an 
assessment of what resources exist that could be deve
loped. In this connection un appreciation of the availa
bility and potcntinl availability of water in arcas of in· 
11dequate rainfall is very often the first resourcc which hns 
to be considered. (Robertson et ul 1968). 

Whilst thc siting of largo dams, such ns those required 
for ftood control, cnn be comparatively simple once the 
geology is known and local catchment flood history has 
been analysed, thc site sclcction of small conservation 
dums is much more difficult us wall heights seldom exceed 
20 feet. 

Becnusc of the unusual photo-interpretntive problems 
poscd by thc sizc of thesc dams the followin¡¡ method of 
stereoscopicully selecting the best possible site nreus 
evolvcd by thc uuthor nnd his ussociute1 (Jones et ul 1962: 
Jones 1964) is recommendcd:--

3.4.4. 1.1 The bounduries of the area under con· 
sideration urc marked on the stereo-cover 11nd on u 
photo-reproduction of thc acrial mosaic. 
3.4.4. 1.2 The druinuge puttern and ull crests nre 
delineated stereoscopicully on the stereo·pairs usin¡¡ 
wax marking pencil. 
3.4.4. 1.3 The dutu in 3.4.4. 1.2 is trnnsferred to the 
mosaic reproduction, the overull picture or strenm 
11nd crest pntterns givina u clenr ide11 or the e~tent of 
catchment areus, thi, being n critica! factor in cut· 
enrth spillway desian, 
3.4.4. 1.4 The druinu¡e pllttoirn is then erosed from 
the stereo-cover Jenvin11 the strenm ch11nnel1 clenr fm 
detailed stereoscopic observotion. 
3.4.4.1.5 Wheri: the topo¡imphy permit1, 11ll dr11lnulJ\' 
lines havin¡¡ u bed ¡¡rudient in excen ofpl'l!determined 
permissible percento¡e1 nre dl1c11rded, 1111rny 11cepvr 
gradients will not 1'1!1ult in 1ufflcient thffiwb11ck h1 
give an economlc copocity. ihl1 dtm not, or cour.o 
apply in area1 of1harply fl11ct1111tln1 Nliefwh@l'I! only 
stcep ¡¡radiointl e~i,t und whel'I! düms m11y 11ill be H 
vito! nece11ity ror wnt@r storilS@ purpoiH, 

Grndient u1m1111ent i1 prlm11rlly II millt@r ot' 
photo•fteld experlence on th@ p11r1 or lhe lnterpl'l!t@r, 
In thls re1pcct, however, 1tel'l!Ol!r1m photo·kcy1 
showing bed grndlent1 ar vuyln11 pcreentilpl ill'I! 
very useful us trainin11 nids (Fl¡, 9). At thls sta,e or 
the interpretation, the interpreter carrles out II 
stereoscopic reconnaissnnce of ali the 11re1ms as well 
as of the terrnin in their immediate viclnity, watchin¡¡ 
carefully for ali physical phenomena of the Jand 
surface which indicate ftotneH or ¡radlcnt. Thcsc 



include: 
3.4.4.1.5.1 Areas of natural wetness such as 
swamps. sponges and reedbeds. 
3.4.4.1.5.2 Meandering streams. ox-bows and 
cut-off s. 
3.4.4.1.5.3 Silt bars in river bottoms. 
3.4.4.1.5.4 Right-angled junctions of tributaries 
with.main streams. 
3.4.4.1.5.5 Wide contour terrace interval of 
nearby cultivated lands. 

Additional factors which always have to be 
borne in mind and looked for are: 
3.4.4.1.5.6 Stream junctions - for maximum 
storage. 
3.4.4.1.5. 7 Natural bottlenecks, e.g. where geo
logical dykes cross streams. 
3.4.4.1.5.8 Potential borrow areas-to facilitate 
building. 
3.4.4.1.5.9 Rocky sites which may provide ideal 
erosion-free spillways or foundations for con
crete construction (Fig. 10). 
3.4.4.1.5.10 Rock bars on river bottoms which 
favour weir construction. 

3.4.4.1.6 On. the drainage lines not discarded 
in 3.4.4.1.5 ali points where an increase in gradient 
occurs are marked. These, and/or the nearby up
stream a reas. are the logical places for dam construc
tion, ground conditions permitting, as maximum 
throwback will be achieved (Fig. 11). 
3.4.4.1.7 The pin-pointed sites and nearby areas are 
thoroughly scrutinized stereoscopically to assess 
spillway conditions, spillways with a return in excess 
of local permissible limits being generally undesir
able because of the erosion hazard. This does not of 
course apply in rocky areas where sites may prove 
ideal for rock spills or for the construction of weirs. 
3.4.4.1.8 Using a parallax wedge, approximate wall 
heights are measured and approximate wall volume 
quantities and water storage capacities ca]culated 
from relevan! formulae. 
3.4.4.1.9 Ali site areas where wall volume/capacity 
ratios are obviously uneconomic are discarded. 

Jn very flat terrain, where changes in stream 
gradient may not always be apparent, site area 
selection is largely a matter of taking into account ali 
those physical phenomena of the land surface 
enumerated in 3.4.4.1.5 as well as having an intuitive 
'Eye for a Site' built up from photofield interpreta ti ve 
correlations. By following the procedure outlined, ali 
possible areas where conservation dams can be sited 
are stereoscopically pin-pointed. Subsequent field 
examination might. however, prove sorne of these 
areas to be not feasible or uneconomic owing to 
factors not apparent on the photographs and it is 
stressed that aerial photographs are only a useful too! 
in the selection of conservation dam site· areas. 
Gradient assessment and parallax measurements are 
limited in accuracy even for ex.perienced interpreters 
as tree, bush, and grass canopy can seriously affect 
the interpretation of site conditions. Thus final site 

selection on the photographs is not possible, the 
interpretation being confined to the pin-pointing of 
the best possible site areas for field investigation and 
to the assessn1ent of provisional wall volume quan
tities · and water storage capacities with a view to 
determining economic feasibility of construction. rn 
much the same way, therefore, as with air-photo 
analysis in its application to soil survey and land 
classification, the stereoscopic examination has been 
designed to economize on the amount of field con
trol necessary and thereby reduce overheads in this 
the most expensive phase ofthe dam selection survey. 

The estimation of approximate wall heights, 
earthwork vol u mes, and water storage capacities can 
be carried out with the aid of a parallax wedge (Fig. 
12). When using this instrument for assessing appro
ximate wall heights, the height measured in each case 
is that from the true strea1n bed to the proposed 
spillway leve!. As no measurement ofthe height ofan 
in situ structure is involved, but merely the spatial 
assessment of the height of an imaginary water line, 
extreme accuracy is not possible, and the following 
procedure for using the wedge has been found to be 
the mosl practica!: 
3.4.4.1.10 The differential parallax value in feet 
corresponding to each of the smallest graduations on 
the wedge is calculated from the adjusted photo scale 
and the precise parallax formula 

HxdP 
h,,, P+dP 

where h· ,height of measured object in feet 
H,, height of aircraft above ground datum 

in feet 
P=·absolute stereoscopic parallax in inches 

dP~parallax differences in inches. 
On 1 :20,000 scale photographs .flown to within 

prescribed present day tolerances. the differential 
parallax value will be found to amount to approxi
mately 5 feet per calibration. 
3.4.4.1.11 The wedge is then oriented until a single 
calibration rests exactly on the stream bed within 
the stereo-image of the potential site a rea (Fig. 13-14). 
3.4.4.1.12 The spatial position of the calibration 
corresponding to a difference of 15 feet (the maxi
mum water depth of most conservation dams) is 
noted and the wedge shifted so that this calibration 
cuts each stream bank in turn, these points being 
marked on the photographs with a fine needle point 
( Fig. 15-16). As the walls of conservation dams 
seldom exceed 500 feet in length, this distance being 
equivalen! to less than 0.4 inches on 1 :20,000 scale 
photographs, anomalies in the differential parallax 
values caused by deformations of the stereo-model 
will be comparatively insignificant when the wedge 
is only moved o,er this short distance. 
3.4.4.1.13 From the two points marked on the 
stream banks, the full supply leve! throwback is then 
form-lined stereoscopically by eye (Fig. 17-18). The 
parallax wedge is not used for this purpose as the tilts 
and model deformations present in varying degrees in 



ali so-called vertical air photographs can cause 
appreciable errors in the differential parallaxes read 
between points more than about í inch apart on 
1 :20,000 scale photographs. 
3.4.4.1.14 Approximate wall volume quantities and 
water storage capacities are then calculated in the 
usuaJ way. For practica! purposes of photo-measure
ment, .the wall length measured along the crest is 
taken to be the same as the length of the water-line 
measured along the wall at ful! supply leve!, but to 
allow for actual ground differences between these 
two lengths caused by the freeboard a 10 per cent 
casting factor should be added to the wall volume 
quantities calculated from the parallax readings. 

This dam siting procedure may form part of each 
of the different planning procedures mentioned or it 
may be undertaken as an entirely separate exercise 
for a specific purpose. The same technique of 
stereoscopically pinpointing sites on the basis of 
fluctuations in stream gradient and calculating their 
approximate wall volumes and storage capacities is 
now being used' in France to site hillside reservoirs 
to meet the need for additional water supplies result
ing fron1 increasing farmer and tourist demands. 
(Corbet 1966). 

3.4.4.2 Erosion Assessment and Control 
On stereo-cover of 1.25,000 scale or larger it is quite easy 
to see whether erosion gullies are active or stabilized and 
to differentiate between those that can be repaired by 
simple hand methods and those that can only be repaired 
with the aid of heavy mechanical equipment. In addition, 
ifthe positions ofindividual gullies are plotted on gridded 
stable polyester overlays, and the total yardage of each 
type of gully obtained with magnifying distance measurers 
it is quite apparent where the erosion 'b}ackspots' are 
when the overlays are superimposed on photo-mosaic 
reproductions of the same scalc. It is then a simple matter 
to allocate priorities for reclamation work. (Jones and 
Keech 1966 ). 
3.4.4.3 RANGE M ANAGEMENT 

An important aspect of the erosion technique mentioned 
is the siting of conservation dams in the way previously 
described (Section 3.4.4.1). 

The spacing of these dams is importan!. Wherever 
possible it is advisable to site them 2-2t miles apart, 
practica) experience having shown that cattle utilize 
grazing most efficiently when they do not have to walk 
more than 2,000 yards in any direction to obtain water. 

Again, gridded polyester overlays with a 2t square mile 
grid are useful-this ~rid interval acting as a check on the 
corree! spacing of the dam sites and on where additional 
cattle dipping tanks might be needed. 

Besides improving the grazing 'spread' such a dam
siting exercise helps to arrest the movement of sediment 
and gives better distribution of water supplies leading to 
increased irrigation potential and an impro".ement in 
human and animal carrying capacities. lt also helps 
indirectly to control erosion by reducing the risk of gullied 
cattle tracks, excessive overgrazing and the trampling 
characteristic of too heavily used watering points-whilst 
encouraging the local inhabitants of an area to take a 

hand in any needed gully repair work themselves. 
In areas which have obviously been subjected to heavy 

overgrazing over long periods oftime a stereoscopic study 
of old and new air photo-cover. if it exists, can be 
extremely useful in helping to assess the amount of bush 
encroachment which has taken place in the time interval 
between the successive air photo missions (Figs. 19-20). 

In surveys for the planning of pastoral utilization the 
same general principies as used for planning in croppi'ng 
areas are called on. The vegetation is surveyed and the 
field mapping unit is an area of homogeneous vegetation 
type visible on the aerial photograph as a physiognomic 
photoanalytical unit. The vegetative and floristic char
acteristics of the area can then be ceded together with 
physical soil characteristics to give an overall indication 
of the site condition so helping to arrive atan intelligent 
esti1nation of the carrying capacity as a basis for planning. 

Owing to the rapid changes which are possible in 
vegetation when it is being used, and the difficulties of 
translating utilization characteristics from one area to 
another. attempts to design specific vegetation use
capability classifications have not proved successful. The 
most generally satisfactory scales of aerial photographs 
and air photo mosaics used for field mapping and final 
mapping in ranching areas is 1 :20,000 to 1 :25,000. 

4. CONCLUSION 

4.1 Standard operational procedure 
Jt has been shown in this discussion that stereoscopic 
pairs of aerial photographs, used in conjunction with air 
photo-mosaic reproductions, are most useful aids to 
agricultura! development planning, the standard opera
tional procedure for terrain investigations at ali levels 
assuming the following more or ·1ess uniform pattern :-
4.1.1 Study of ali available maps, geologic and agronomic 
references. 
4.1.2 Tnitial stereoscopic study of aerial photographs. 
4.1.3 Selective field reconnaissance after 'on the spot' 
consultations with local staff. 
4.1.4 Selective field sampling and provisional control of 
air photo boundaries. 
4.1.5 Laboratory testing and summary of data. 
4.1.6. More detailed stereoscopic study of aerial photo
graphs and mapping. 
4.1.7 Selective field checking and detailed control of air 
photo boundaries. 
4.1.8 Transfer ofcontrolled air photo boundaries to base 
maps. 
4.1.9 Preparation of reports and tables and reproduction 
of maps. 

From the foregoing it can be seen that the use of the 
aerial photograph does not preclude the necessity for field 
investigation. lt does however enable areas to be investi
gated much more quickly and accurately, which is very 
significan! as the field work can account for more than 
50 '.~ of the total cos.ts of a survey. 

4.2 Methods of extracting data and rates of working 
Depending on the size of the area under investigation 
information can be extracted from the stereo-cover either 
run by run according to the Flight Plan or Photo Index 



Mosaic-this is the fastest method and for this reason the 
n1ore usual-ar alternatively, in the case of large areas, 
it can be extracted by landscapes. This is a slower method 
of working but a more detailed interpretation usually 
results. 

The rate of working varíes with the photographic scale 
and amount of information called for. For detailed sur
veys, such as those required for planning down to farm 
unit leve!,. 15,000-25,000 acres per day can be stereo
scopically analyzed and defined on 1 :25,000 scale aerial 
photographs-viz. about 5 complete photographs per day 
on the basis of demarcations being carried out within 
match lines drawn parallel to the photo edges through the 
transferred principal points and approximately mid way 
within the lateral overlaps between flight strips. 

Stereoscopic air photo-interpretation is very exacting, 
if done ·properly, and imposes a certain amount of mental 
strain. For this reason it should be done. whenever 
possible, in the morning when the mind is clearest and 
the judgement sharpest. ln the author's experience the 
rate of interpretation is a.lways appreciably faster in the 
morning than in the afternoon. when interpretative 
efficiency also falls off sharply. 

A whole morning's work of about 5 hours should be 
allowed for the initial stereoscopic interpretation ofa 2,000 
acre farn, unit and transfer of the photo-analytical data 
to a field mosaic in the manner explained in Section 2. 

Many fiel<l scientists claim they cannot afford the time 
to do a proper initial stereoscopic examination little 
realizing that by neglecting to do so they are more likely 
making extra work far themselves. No time at ali is saved 
by going straight on to the ground-this practice, n1ore 
often than not, resulting in less accurate field survey. 

They also fail to appreciate that much of the value of 
a careful initial stereoscopic air photo-intcrpretation líes 
in the preliminary stereoscopic appraisal of the terrain 
regard/ess of whether any physical information is defined 
on the photographs or not as it is this stereoscopic 
examination which enables the scientist to make an 
appreciation of the type of terrain in which he will be 
working and so plan his access routes and sequence of 
field examinations accordingly. 

4.3 Common Weaknesses 
The most common weaknesses in the forms of photo
interpretation described are:-
4.3.1 Failure to align successive stereo pairs of photo
graphs with the photo air base and instrument base in 
coincidence and at the correct separation distance. This 
results in incorrect orientation, a deformed stereo-image, 
eye-strain and inability to see stereoscopically using 
magnifying binoculars. 
4.3.2 Failure to demarcate information within match 
lines. This results in duplication of detail in the overlap 
areas of the photographs in the line offüght and between 
flight strips and so wastes time. 

. 4.3.3 lnsufficient use of magnifying binoculars. The 
mirror stereoscope's accommodation tenses are non
magnifying and should be used for the scanning of terrain 
on an area basis. For accurate delineation of the data 

required for agricultura! development planning binocular 
attachments of 3 to 4 power magnification must be used. 
4.3.4 Lack of appreciaiion of the effects of photo-dis
tortions and mosaic errors especially in regard to accurate 
scale determination and planimetry. lt is necessary to 
guard against the tendency to regard the aerial photo
graph and uncontrolled air photo-mosaic as accurate 
maps and to realize that they have limitations as well as 
advantages in this respect. 
4.3.5 Failure to bear in mind the vertical exaggeration of 
the stereo-image. 

Many fietd scientists, inexperienced in using aerial 
photographs throw what is possible arable land into a 
non-arable class on the basis of vertically-exaggerated 
slopes. This is another argument · in favour of using 
magnifying binoculars which reduce the vertical exag
geration by an amount approximately equal to the 
binocular power. 

Dam sites, slope breaks and crests need initial identi
fication with the accommodation tenses only-for 
maximum vertical exaggeration effect-but subsequent 
delineation under binocular observation in the interests of 
accuracy. 
4.3.6 1 nadequate and unsystematic extraction of physical 
terrain data, especially minor slope breaks in possible 
arable and opened arable areas, and too great a tendency 
to define photo-analytical boundaries on the basis of 
photo-tones and 'patterning' rather than on more reliable 
land factors. 

4.4 Philosophy oí lnterpretation 
As the aerial photograph. is a pictorial representation óf 
the ground, on which ali detail is shown in its correct 
relative position, the general approach to interpretation 
should be that if there is failure to obtain the basic ter rain 
information required by stereoscopic air photo study then 
this is not so much the fault ofthe photographs but ofthe 
person using them who has simply not progressed suffi
ciently, or completed enough research or selective field 
checking, to obtain the maximum amount of data, which 
is reasonahly extractabte. from the stereo-image. 
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, Fig. 1 

Single aerial photograph. An exámplé oí air photo-analysis showing stercoscopically demarcated homogeneous arcas based on topograph y, 
erosion, anthill pattem and physjo¡nomic vegetation differences. . 

Rhodesia middleveld. Photoscale 1120,000 



Fig. 2 
Stcreotriplct showing ' homogcncous arcas' delincated on thc hasis uf l.indform. vegi:tation stand. and grey-tone rattcrns rclated to wetness 

Photoscale l '20,000 



Fig. 4 

THE SLOPING RIDGE 

(Orainage Lines or Streams of approximately equal Floor Gradicnt) 
This is the simples! layout in practice but becomes complicated 
when; (i) The ridge is too wide even for contour rid¡es spillin¡ each 
way from the crest or; (ii) when the wate.rway on one or both sides 
has bcen encroached upon. 

In the case of (i) extra waterways should be provi<led, if possible 
in natural depressions finacring from either one or both of the 
drainage depressions (vleis/dambos). 

In the case of (ii) no protcctioo of the l.and should be attempted 
until the waterways are established. 

Where waterways are demarcated for establishment the marltin¡s 
should be of a permanent nature. 

Best road access is provided by a crest road with lateral.s alon¡ 
the top of or immediately below the contour rid,es when required. 

Fig. 3 

Stereogram showing a minor 'slopc 
break' coinciding with a change in soil 
conditions. 

Photoscale 1 '20.000 
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f-ig. 5 
TH I: RIVERIN E SLOPE: 

(Drainagc Lines o f Widely Differing Floor Gradicn1) 

This l;iyout often calls for an artificial waterway bccausc lhe flat 
gradient of thc rivcr causes thc con tours to bccorne too long. 1 f such 
waterways are necessa ry they should be dcrnarcated a nd cstablishcd 
beíore protec tion is a tternpted. 

Examples of this topography are frequcntly cncountercd a long 
ncar-gradcd rivers and their larger tributarics. 

Acccss roads can be provided d own minor crcsts where contour~ 
s plit or down the side of a waterway whcn contours do nol have lo 
be crosscd. 

Fig. 6 

THE DOME 
This is nol an easy l;iyout bccausc thc wholc dome usually canno1 
be sccn from o ne point and if thcre is long grass or timber it bccomc:, 
extremcly d ifficult to visua lise. 

T he permanent layout should only be a11ernpted when thc whok 
dome is opened up and completcly clear. 

Thc extcnsion of a natural watcrway to thc top of the dome i~ thc 
correct way of starting such a layorn . 

Wa terways should be added as thc circumferencc of thc dome 
inc rcases. Except at the top of the dome natural waterways usually 
occur and should not be cuhivated. 

Access roads can be provided without cro~\Íng contour, if thc 
conto ur split points are carefully sited. 

Fig. 7 
THE SADDLEBACK 

The topogra phy requ iring this layout ,s quite .:ommon but ,t " 
seldorn correctly pro tected. 

The Y waterway limbs usually have to he artifi..:ial but are ~cldom 
nceded on both sides of the saddleback. 

Thc Y lirnbs have first to be establishcd befo re cfficien1 protc.:tion 
can be carricd out. 

Y limbs a re not nccessary when the dome, arc not highcr than thc 
V.1. bcing used on thc contours. 

This is the rnost difficult to recognisc a nd the rnost awlward to 
pro1ec1. lf a port ian of such a feature is block·stumped and thc re,1 
is still under timbcr only tcmporary protection can be givcn. 

Access roads need not c ross contour ridges if 1hc split point, arc 
c,1 refully sited. 
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Fig. R 

S(ercotriplct showing designcd Comcrvation Layout in "hi<.:h lhc main char.11.:tcristi..:s of thc Sloping RiJgc, Dome & SaJdlcbuck 
are all recognizablc. 

Photo Scalc 1¡20.000 



Fíg. 10 

Stcreogram of Dam sitc. Note rock out
crop at arrowhcad- ideal for 'kcying in' 
dam wall. 

Photo Scale 1/20,000 

Fig. 9 

Training Stereogram- Strcam grad icnh 
Photo Scalc 1 20.000 

Fig. 11 

Training Stercogram showing in.:om:ctl~ 
sitcd cxisting dam and its ,orrcct sit íng 
position. 

Photo S.:ak 1 20.000 
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'Fig. IJ 

Slereogram$how ing~Danl',itevon st rea ni gr;1Ji-~·nt ch:tng("., mu rkcJ hy arrowhcaJ~, 

~hn.1,) Scalc 11;e.O,lllll.J 

Fiig. N 

Stcrcogram ~howíng ffaralfa\ Wudgc rc;1din~ 3~n truc .,;trcamhcrl .of top Jami...,itc 
2.28:R in. 

IPhoto Si.::ilc 1t,1:lf1.Qffi) 



Fig. 15 

Stercogram showin¡ Parallax Wcd¡¡e readin¡¡ on kfl hand strcambank of samc 
site at Full Supply Level 2.282 in. 

Photo &:ale l /20,000 
N.B. Stream flowing from Right to Lcfl. 

Fig. 16 

Stcreogr.1m showin11 Pandlax Wed11c reuding on right hand s trcambank at Full 
Supply Levcl 2.282 in. 

Photo Scalc l /20,000 



Fig. 17 

Stcreogram showing thc samc <lam siles wilh Full Supply l.cvcls ~tcrcoscopii.:al ly 
fo rm-lined. 

Pho to Si.:al.: 1 20.000 

Fig. 18 

Stcrcogram showing 1he same stream a few ycars lalcr. The dams havc bccn bu ill 
:1nJ !i llc<l by lhc prcvious scason's rains. Thc stercogram a lso shows opcncd-up 
tobai.:co ficlds with crcst-~ilcd access roa<ls an<l contour ridges. 

Pholo &:ale l /20,000 · 



Fig. 19 Cl 950) Fig 20 (1955) 
Bush E11rmud1me11t El'ul11a1io11- l'Vft1w/,elelu11cl-Rhodesia Lmn·eld 

Stereograms demonstrating value of c~amining acrial photography of different dale~ .:overing lhc same a rca. 
Photo S1:ale 1120,000 
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